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RAC predicts ‘Black Friday’ as millions
take to the road for start of summer
holidays

The UK’s major roads are set to become a motoring battleground this Friday
evening as an eager 2.6 million* holidaymakers beginning their summer
break clash with weary commuters trying to find their way home.

The combination of families setting off to begin a holiday as soon as the
school bell rings, the usual commuter traffic, plus rumours of a further heat
wave next week, means that Britain is gearing up for its very own ‘Black
Friday’ on the roads – a term typically used to describe the day when French



autoroutes descend into grid-lock with summer holiday traffic.

RAC data shows Saturday will see even more of us on the road, with 2.9
million getting behind the wheel, but with journeys likely to be more spaced
out throughout the day, motorists might have a slightly better chance of
escaping the queues.

In total, the RAC estimates some 7.5 million motorists will be packing the
boot and setting off to enjoy a break between Friday 17 and Sunday 19 July.

Figures also show that ‘staycations’ look out of favour with Brits this year,
with 44% of car owners not planning a UK summer break by car at all –
suggesting that more of us will be jetting off to seek some summer sunshine
abroad.

RAC head of external affairs Pete Williams said: “Our data shows that summer
holiday traffic is going to be concentrated on our roads this coming weekend,
causing gridlock and delays for many on the busiest ‘getaway’ routes. We’re
expecting ‘Black Friday’ to be particularly hectic, as the majority of families
will be squeezing their journeys into the end of the day.

“Our advice is to try to leave first thing on Friday, or set the alarm clocks
early on Saturday or Sunday and get away before traffic builds. The usual
coast-bound routes like the M5, A30 and A303 south and west into Devon,
the M6 (both southbound, and northbound towards the Lake District) and the
M1 are all likely to see traffic jams.

“Routes to Britain’s seaports will also be subject to delays – and motorists
will be hoping that their journeys to the Continent aren’t disrupted by striking
French port workers or Operation Stack kicking in once again on the M20 in
Kent.

“The latest weather forecasts suggest a pretty changeable start to the school
holidays. So while overheating engines and air conditioning might be less of
a problem than in previous years, it still pays for motorists to do a quick
check of their car before setting out. It takes minutes, but could save hours of
stress at the side of the road.

“Check coolant, oil and washer fluid levels are properly topped up, and tyres



are at the correct pressure with plenty of tread. If you are hooking up your
caravan for the first time in a while then pay special attention to the
condition of the tyres, as they can deteriorate if they haven’t been used for a
while. Make sure you don’t overload your vehicle, and give a passenger a
spare set of keys: there’s no quicker way to spoil the start of a family holiday
than having them locked in the boot.”

Anticipated worst times to travel on the roads

• Friday 17 July between 4pm and 9pm
• Saturday 18 July between 9am and 4pm

RAC’s suggested information sources for motorists

• Check the latest roadworks via Traffic England, Traffic Scotland
or Traffic Wales

• Plan a route quickly and easily with the RAC App for iPhone or
Android, or online RAC Route Planner

• Know what you should be paying for fuel at the pumps by
checking #racfuelwatch on Twitter.

[ENDS]

* Figure covers expected traffic car volumes on Friday 17 July 2015 inclusive.
Research conducted by Ragdoll in July 2015 with 1,610 motorists as
respondents; figure extrapolated to 29.1m licensed cars.

The press office email address is press.office@rac.co.uk and media centre is
at media.rac.co.uk. Please note: the press office is unable to help with
individual customer enquiries - please visit the RAC contacts page to find the
right contact.
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premium nationwide breakdown assistance service – with an expert branded
patrol workforce attending more than two million breakdowns every year – it
offers a wide range of market-leading products across insurance, legal
services, vehicle inspections and service, maintenance and repair. The RAC is
also at the forefront in helping drivers make the switch to electric vehicles
and leads in the development of new solutions for businesses and OEMs,
partnering with the best in the motoring and mobility space.

Visit the RAC website.
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